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Abstract
Species with a large adult-offspring size ratio and a preferred predator-prey mass ratio undergo
ontogenetic trophic niche shift(s) throughout life. Trophic interactions between such species
vary throughout life, resulting in different species-level interaction motifs depending on the
maximum adult sizes and population size distributions. We explore the assembly and potential
for coexistence of small communities where all species experience ontogenetic trophic niche shifts.
The life-history of each species is described by a physiologically structured model and species
identity is characterized by the trait: size at maturation. We show that a single species can
exist in two different states: a ‘resource driven state’ and a ‘cannibalistic state’ with a large
scope for emergent Allee effects and bistable states. Two species can coexist in two different
configurations: in a ‘competitive coexistence’ state when the ratio between sizes at maturation
of the two species is less than a predator-prey mass ratio and the resource level is low to
intermediate, or in a ‘trophic ladder’ state if the ratio of sizes at maturation is larger than the
predator-prey mass ratio at all resource levels. While there is a large scope for coexistence of
two species, the scope for coexistence of three species is limited and we conclude that further
trait differentiation is required for coexistence of more species-rich size-structured communities.
Keywords: species interactions, intraguild predation, cannibalism, community assembly,
life-history omnivory, trait-based model

Introduction
The ecological role of fish in aquatic communities is shaped by two characteristics: 1) individuals have a size-based preference for prey 10–1000 times smaller than themselves in terms of
weight (Brose et al., 2006; Barnes et al., 2010), and 2) they have a life-history where they produce many small offspring, around 1 mg, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than their
adult size ranging from 1 g to 100 kg (Duarte and Alcaraz, 1989; Winemiller and Rose, 1993;
Andersen et al., 2008). Consequently this means that individuals feed on prey from successively
higher trophic levels throughout ontogeny: as larvae individuals compete for shared resources of
zooplankton nauplii, and as they grow they shift to adult zooplankton and later to piscivory and
feeding on larger invertebrates. Individuals therefore undergo ontogenetic niche shifts (Werner
and Gilliam, 1984) and specifically shifts in the trophic niche (also known as life-history omnivory; Pimm and Rice, 1987). Due to ontogenetic trophic niche shifts two individuals may
interact either competitively, if they are of a similar size, or as predator and prey if the size of
one individual falls into the preferred prey size range of the other. The ecological role is therefore
∗
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determined by the size of an individual rather than by its species identity. This complication
makes it difficult to characterize the interaction between two fish populations as “competitive”
or “predator-prey” since the species-level interaction type is likely to be a complex mixture of
both that depends on the size structure of the two populations (Fig. 1).
The classic way of describing species-level interactions is through unstructured models based
on coupled ordinary differential equations (e.g. MacArthur and Levins, 1967; Oksanen et al.,
1981; Holt and Polis, 1997). In unstructured models energy is transferred between species only
through predator-prey interactions. In populations with ontogenetic trophic niche shifts energy
is also transferred through somatic growth in body size. Explicit modelling of ontogenetic trophic
niche shifts therefore requires the use of physiologically structured modelling approaches (Metz
and Diekmann, 1986; de Roos and Persson, 2001, 2013). The key characteristic of physiologically
structured models is that they resolve food-dependent growth and reproduction, where growth
can either be between stages (de Roos et al., 2008a), in a cohort model with several state variables
(de Roos and Persson, 2001), or with a continuous size structure (Claessen and de Roos, 2003;
Hartvig et al., 2011). The dependence of growth and reproduction on food encounter is what
distinguishes physiologically structured models from the traditional age-based models used in
fisheries science (Beverton and Holt, 1957). Analysis of physiologically structured models have
e.g. demonstrated coexistence of several unstructured predator populations on a single structured
prey population through the mechanism of emergent facilitation (de Roos et al., 2008b). It seems,
however, that inclusion of ontogenetic trophic niche shifts decreases the possibility of coexistence
of two size-structured species (van de Wolfshaar et al., 2006).
We explore the potential for coexistence of species experiencing ontogenetic trophic niche
shifts. To simplify matters we assume that selection of food is determined solely by the differences in body size of the interacting individuals – meaning that we disregard any dietary
selection based on species identity. We refer to such populations as “purely size-structured”.
We apply a continuously size-structured approach where individual physiological processes, including predator-prey encounter, are parameterized by relations with the size of individuals.
In this manner each individual is characterised by body size, while each species is characterized by a single trait: the size at maturation (Hartvig et al., 2011). The formulation of purely
size-structured populations through a single trait allows for a general analysis of coexistence
as variation of a larger set of species-specific parameters are avoided. The analysis is divided
into three steps: we first characterize a resource-consumer system where one structured species
feeds on a size-structured resource and potentially on itself through cannibalism. In this system
we identify the resource-driven and cannibalistic population states described earlier (Claessen
and de Roos, 2003) including an emergent Allee effect (de Roos et al., 2003) and bistable states
(Claessen and de Roos, 2003; van Kooten et al., 2005; Guill, 2009). Next we show how two
species may coexist. Depending on the relative sizes at maturation the two species can be considered part of different species-level interaction motifs. If the sizes at maturation are similar,
the two species will mainly interact as competitors for the resource. If size at maturation of
one species is significantly larger than the other species the interaction is a combination of competitive coexistence and predator-prey interactions (including cannibalism). Finally we explore
the potential for coexistence of three or more species and show how the scope for coexistence
decreases rapidly when more species are introduced into the system.
Model
We employ a recent size- and trait-based model framework to describe the population dynamics of purely size-structured interacting populations (Hartvig et al., 2011). The model differs
from the Hartvig et al. (2011) model only by assuming that interaction strengths between species
is solely due to size-dependent predation (i.e. setting the species-specific couplings strengths to
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unity). The model formalizes the sketch in Fig. 1 by explicitly resolving the entire individual
life-history from offspring size, through maturation and ultimately death by resolving the bioenergetics of individuals and the size distribution of each population. Individuals of the same
size across species compete for food on an equal basis, but may have different growth potential
depending on maturity as less energy is available for growth when reproductive investments are
made. Small individuals feed exclusively on resources. As they grow in size they consume progressively larger prey and eventually they start feeding on the other species and cannibalise on
smaller conspecifics. This is a generalisation of the resource competition and predator-prey interactions occurring between two species based on life-history theory and explicit individual-level
ecological processes.
The model is a physiologically structured population model (Metz and Diekmann, 1986;
de Roos and Persson, 2001, 2013) where the parameterization of the processes is based on three
fundamental assumptions: 1) individual processes and interactions are characterized by individual body mass m; 2) individuals ignore prey species identity and consider only relative prey
size when selecting prey through an implementation of “big individuals eat smaller individuals”
(Warren and Lawton, 1987; Cohen et al., 1993; Brose et al., 2006; Barnes et al., 2010) (which
implies that all species have the potential of being cannibalistic); and 3) species are characterized by their size at maturation m∗ . The remaining assumptions are standard descriptions of
encounter, consumption, and a bioenergetic budget of growth and reproduction. The solution of
the model is the continuous population structure of each species i represented as a size-spectrum
Ni (m, t) at time t. Ni (m, t) is the number density of individuals as a function of body mass m
and Ni (m, t)dm is the number of individuals in the size range [m, m+dm]. The dynamics of each
species’ size-spectrum is governed by a conservation equation (M’Kendrick, 1926; von Foerster,
1959) stating that changes in number density at size m is determined by somatic growth gi (m)
and mortality µi (m):

∂Ni
∂ 
gi Ni = −µi Ni .
(1)
+
∂t
∂m
The model equations and parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. The biotic environment
an individual experiences provides food for growth and reproduction as well as enemies which
may consume the individual. This environment is represented by the community size-spectrum
Nc (m), which is the sum of the species spectra and a resource spectrum (M1). The resource
spectrum provides a continuous size range of resource items up to mesoplankton (mcut = 0.5 g,
Table 2). The dynamics of each size class is modelled with semi-chemostatic growth (M2). Carrying capacity of the resource spectrum is a power-law function κm−λ (Hartvig et al., 2011),
and the regeneration rate is r0 m−1/4 (Fenchel, 1974; Savage et al., 2004). Growth gi (m) of an
individual is determined by the amount of food encountered and by the allocation of assimilated
food between growth and reproduction. Individuals search the biotic environment for food with
a volumetric search rate which increases with size (M3). Preference for prey size is described by
a bell-shaped function with a preferred predator-prey ratio β and a width σ (M4) (Ursin, 1973,
1974). From these processes the encountered food of suitably sized prey is calculated (M5).
Consumption of encountered food is limited by a type II functional response f (m)hmn where
hmn is the maximum consumption rate, and f (m) the feeding level (M6) describing the degree
of satiation of the functional response as a number between 0 and 1. Food is assimilated with
efficiency α and metabolic costs kmp are subtracted. The remaining energy (M7) is available for
growth and reproduction. The fraction of available energy routed to reproduction is controlled
by ψ(m, m∗ ), which represents a smooth transition to maturation around m = m∗ and, following that, and increasing investment to reproduction with size ensuring that the allocation to
reproduction is proportional to individual mass (M8). The remaining energy is used for somatic
growth (M9). The theoretical maximum asymptotic size an individual can obtain is M = m∗ /η
where all available energy is routed into reproduction (ψ = 1). Growth may however stop at a
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smaller size if the metabolic costs exceed the assimilated food intake (stunted growth).
Energy routed to reproduction is converted with efficiency  to offspring of size m0 . Mathematically this is described as a boundary condition gi (m0 )Ni (m0 ) = Ri in (1). The flux of
offspring Ri is calculated from the energy routed to reproduction and multiplied with 1/2 since
only half the population is assumed to be females (M10).
Mortality µi (m) is partitioned into contributions from predation by larger individuals, starvation and a constant background mortality. The predation mortality can be derived by considering the ratio between the consumption of a predator of size m to the total amount of food
available to the predator:
Z
s(mp /m)f (m)hmn Nc (m)
R
µp (mp ) =
dm.
(2)
s(m̃/m)Nc (m̃)m̃ dm̃
By using the definition of the functional response (M6) one of the integrals may be eliminated
resulting in the simpler expression (M11).
Starvation mortality occurs when consumption is insufficient to cover metabolic costs, and
is assumed proportional to the energy deficit and inversely proportional to reserve size (M12).
Reserve size is assumed to be a fixed fraction ξ of the body size m. Background mortality is
needed to ensure that the largest individuals experience mortality. This mortality represents
death by other natural causes than predation and starvation as e.g. illness or senescence. We
assume that investments in defence and repair are balanced such that the background mortality
is inversely proportional to generation time, which has an allometric scaling of (m∗ )1−n (Peters,
1983) (M13).
Since all processes are scaled with m or m∗ the parameters are species- and size-independent
(Table 2; see Hartvig et al. (2011), App. E for parameter estimation). All differences between species are therefore characterised solely by the trait m∗ . The physiological impact of
the resources may be characterised by the initial feeding level f0 , which is the feeding level
(functional response satiation) that small individuals experience when feeding on a resource
spectrum at carrying capacity. The relevant range of f0 is from the critical feeding level,
fc = k/(αh)mp−n = k/(αh) ≈ 0.2 (Hartvig et al., 2011), where the resource can just cover
the metabolic requirements, to f0 → 1 where individuals are satiated. f0 is used to eliminate
the search rate constant γ from the set of parameters by expressing it in terms of f0 (Table 2,
and Hartvig et al. 2011, App. D). The size scaling exponent of the carrying capacity is set to
the equilibrium solution scaling of a complete community λ = 2 − n + q = 2.05, where q is the
exponent of the volumetric search rate (Andersen and Beyer, 2006; Hartvig et al., 2011).
Methods
The model (1) consists of coupled partial integro-differential equations and is solved numerically using a first order semi-implicit upwind finite-difference scheme (Press et al., 1992; Hartvig
et al., 2011). The size-spectrum of all species is discretized on a mass grid m0 ≤ m ≤ 85 kg
with 200 logarithmically even sized mass (m) groups, and the time step used for integration
is 0.02 years. The dynamics of the resource spectrum may be obtained analytically at each
time step to save computational time (Hartvig et al., 2011, App. G). The grid for the resources
ends at mcut , and the lower limit is 3 decades lower than m0 to avoid any boundary effect for
small resources. Identical logarithmic grid spacing is used for the resources and species to ease
computations in the overlap [m0 ; mcut ]. It was checked that the results do not depend on the
chosen discretisation.
The ecologically relevant phase space to examine coexistence in is spanned by resource level
f0 and the trait m∗ . Depending on the specific configuration the system may either be in an
4

equilibrium or have oscillating solutions. Since our main concern is whether species coexist or
not, we disregard the dynamical aspects of the solution and average all spectra over time after
the initial transient has passed. The potential for coexistence of the resource with one or two
species is examined using simulations (Appendix A). Coexistence of more than two species is
examined through sequential community assembly where an additional species is introduced in
small numbers and simulated forward in time (Post and Pimm, 1983; Drake, 1990; Law, 1999).
Results
The analysis of a system with just one species demonstrates (Fig. 2): 1) There is an upper
boundary to the size at maturation m∗ of a single species that can invade from small numbers
(thick solid line). This maximum size of m∗ is determined by the resource level described by
the initial feeding level f0 ; higher resource levels leads to larger maximum size. 2) Beyond the
invasion boundary species may persist but they cannot invade; these states can be reached by
starting simulations from a high initial abundance level and appropriate population structure.
This mean that an Allee effect exists in this region as the individual fitness at low density is
so reduced that it leads the population to a sudden extinctions. 3) This Allee effect extends
into the area where a species can invade leading to the appearance of bistability (hatching
patterns overlap). The two types of states are termed ‘resource driven’ and ‘cannibalistic’ states
(explained below). 4) The area with bistability is most prominent at intermediate resource
levels. 5) At high resource levels it is possible to invade into the cannibalistic state. 6) A
continuous transition between the two states exists at high resource levels and intermediate
sizes at maturation (Fig. 2, top left quadrant where the hatching type switches).
The two states can be characterized through differences in their size-spectrum (Fig. 3). The
specific shape of a size-spectrum is determined by the rates of growth and mortality. The two
types of states in the bistable regime (Fig. 2) are characterised by different growth trajectories
due to differences in feeding levels (Fig. 3). In the state which can be reached by invasion in
small numbers (black line) individuals feed mainly on the resource. This leads to a depletion
of the resource and consequently a drop in the feeding level just above the size of maturation,
which causes a “growth bottleneck” where the growth slows down. This bottleneck results in a
stunted size-spectrum where large adults are missing from the population. This state is referred
to as the resource-driven state. The other state (grey line) has a higher abundance of small and
medium sized individuals that allow small adults to avoid the energetic bottleneck by cannibalising on conspecifics. The higher abundance of juveniles causes a stronger depletion of smaller
resources, which results in a bottleneck in the feeding level for small juveniles around 0.1 g. At
this size growth slows down, but individuals which become sufficiently large grow faster due to
cannibalism, and reach their asymptotic size without encountering further bottlenecks. Cannibalism results in increased mortality and therefore a steeper size-spectrum. This state is referred
to as the cannibalistic state. Compared to the resource driven state it has a higher impact on
the resource, and consequently also larger total biomass. At high resource levels the elevated
food abundance allows individuals to invade in small numbers and reach the cannibalistic state;
this results in bistability being less widespread at high resource levels (Fig. 2).
The analysis of the two-species system is more complex but can be understood with reference to the single-species states. Coexistence states may be categorised based on whether the
bottleneck in feeding level occur at or before size at maturation of the largest species as either
competitive coexistence, corresponding to the resource-driven single species state (bottleneck at
m∗ ), or trophic ladder coexistence, resembling the cannibalistic single species state (bottleneck
in earlier life-stage). The two types of coexistence states are illustrated by two examples (Fig. 4).
Competitive coexistence states are characterized by 1) an energetic bottleneck encountered just
above the size of maturation of the larger species, 2) the two species have similar m∗ such that
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the m∗ ratio is smaller than the preferred predator-prey mass ratio (m∗2 /m∗1 < β), and 3) each
of them are separately able to invade a pristine system comprised only of the resources (Fig. 2).
Trophic ladder coexistence is characterised by 1) an energetic bottleneck in intermediate lifestages of the large species, 2) larger differences in m∗ between the two species (m∗2 /m∗1 > β), and
3) the smaller species may be critical to allow the larger species to grow to size at maturation
and hence sustain its population. The larger species may thus use the small species as a ladder
to obtain a higher trophic position. It is noted that it is only large species above the dashed line
in Fig. 2.a-b that cannot persist without the smaller species, while this gradually relaxes below
the dashed line.
Whether two species can coexist depends on the resource level and the ratio between their
sizes of maturation (Fig. 5). The most important findings in the coexistence analysis are: 1)
Coexistence states above the dashed line (panels a and b), and to the right of the curved
line (panels c and d), are all trophic ladder states, where the largest species cannot invade
from small numbers without the presence of the smaller species. 2) Below the dashed line
trophic ladder states are found when the differences in m∗ between the two species is large; i.e.
m∗2 /m∗1 > β (a, b), while competitive states are mainly found when the species have similar
m∗ ; i.e. (m∗2 /m∗1 < β) (a). It is not possible to draw distinct boundaries between the two
coexistence states since the distinction between the two types of coexistence is only qualitative;
a continuous transition between the states occur in phase space (a, c). 3) When resource level is
increased the maximum allowed size for the largest species increases (a-c), and 4) species need
to have more different m∗ to coexist (b, c). Trophic ladder states therefore dominate at high
resource levels. 5) For all resource levels a little above the critical feeding level coexistence is
possible provided that the smallest species is small enough (c vs d), and 6) trophic ladder states
can be found for all resources levels above ≈ 0.26 (c). When 7) the size of the small species
increases the competitive coexistence states disappear (c vs d). 8) For a specific pair of species
(m∗ of the two species are fixed) coexistence is only possible in a finite resource range (c). 9)
When performing the coexistence analysis we did not encounter any alternative states where
both species are present simultaneously, i.e. no alternative coexistence states were encountered.
As selection of prey in the model only depends on the relative prey size all species have the
potential of being cannibals if they become large enough to eat their own offspring. However
cannibalism and predation differ with cannibalism being an intraspecific process compared to
predation that operates interspecifically. The importance of cannibalism is examined by introducing and systematically varying a fixed cannibalistic preference Θc for each species (M1); see
Hartvig et al. (2011) for details. At low cannibalistic preferences coexistence states from Fig. 4
collapse to single species states (Fig. 6). However, a modest cannibalistic preference enables
coexistence (preference larger than 0.35 in the case of Fig. 6). It is noted that even for full
(neutral) preferences of 1 the actual diet due to cannibalism rarely exceeds 20-30%, and that
coexistence is possible over a large range of preferences where the diet from cannibalism is less
than 10%. Furthermore, cannibalism is often more pronounced in single-species states compared
to coexistence states; this is due to a higher abundance of suitable prey from the smaller species
than suitable conspecifics (cf. Fig. 4). A low content of conspecifics in the realised diet is thus
a result of population size structure rather than a lacking capability of being a cannibal.
A community of more than two coexisting species may be assembled by sequential introduction of new species through invasion in small numbers (Fig. 7). Depending on the m∗ of
the invader there are four outcomes of the invasion: 1) the invader may not invade, 2) the
invader may invade and coexist with the resident(s), 3) the invader may expel the resident(s)
(Fig. 7.D2), or 4) the invader causes a reconfiguration of the system, such that both the invader
and a resident(s) are excluded (Fig. 7.C, light grey). The last possibility is an example of an
invader-induced attractor shift which is described in Appendix B. After each additionally added
species the scope for coexistence of yet another species shrinks (black bars in each panel). In
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the example provided there is potential for coexistence of four species (Fig. 7.D1). Coexistence
of four species is, however, a rare occurrence, meaning that coexistence of two and in some cases
three species is the most likely outcome of an assembly process (Fig. 8).
Discussion
Single species states
A single species with ontogenetic trophic niche shifts living on a resource is known to have the
potential for several stable states (Claessen and de Roos, 2003; de Roos et al., 2003; van Kooten
et al., 2005). These states are also found here and can be understood in terms of an energetic
bottleneck. Through invasion in small numbers a resource-driven state may be reached where
the population primarily feed on the resource spectrum. The maximum body size a species
can obtain is determined by the energetic bottleneck individuals experience when they become
too large to efficiently feed on the resources. The resource-driven state corresponds to the
“stunted” state described in Claessen and de Roos (2003) where adult growth stops just after
maturation, and thus before the maximum feasible body size, due to the energetic bottleneck
(Claessen et al., 2002). The productivity of the resources determines the maximum sized m∗
species that can invade. Invasion in large numbers, or invasion in small numbers in resource-rich
environments, allows a species to enter a high biomass cannibalistic state (Claessen and de Roos,
2003) where the extra food from conspecifics helps individuals through the energetic bottleneck.
The cannibalistic state extends into areas of phase space where invasion into the resource driven
state is not feasible leading to an emergent Allee effect (de Roos et al., 2003). In other areas
of phase space where the cannibalistic state occurs the population may also be in the resource
driven state. Hence there is scope for bistability as described by van Kooten et al. (2005). Our
analysis demonstrates that both emergent Allee effects and bistability are widespread in phase
space and can thus be expected to be commonplace for a cannibalistic single population with
ontogenetic trophic niche shifts.
Two species coexistence
The flow of energy between species is an emergent result of the individual-level interactions,
and it may vary from exploitative competition for resources, when the two species have similar
and small adult sizes, to trophic chains and intraguild predation when one of the species has a
larger adult size. We distinguish between two types of coexistence: 1) Competitive coexistence
states where the species have similar sizes at maturation (m∗2 /m∗1 < β) and they can both invade
without the presence of the other. The size structures of the coexisting species are similar to
the resource-driven single-species size structure. 2) Trophic ladder coexistence states where the
ratio between size at maturation of the two species is larger than the preferred predator-prey
mass ratio (m∗2 /m∗1 > β), where the larger species needs the smaller species to obtain a higher
trophic position. The combined size structure of the two species in the trophic ladder states is
similar to single-species cannibalistic states, as predation on the smaller species allows the larger
species to pass the energetic bottleneck.
Other studies have examined, and in some cases found, coexistence between two structured
species populations. Hin et al. (2011) and Schellekens and van Kooten (2012) observed coexistence between two stage-structured intra-guild predators only when one of them acts as
a predator and the other as a consumer. Thus the two species essentially divide the trophic
niche space between them in a manner similar to the trophic ladder motif identified here. Another study concluded that size-dependent food intake and food-dependent growth, inherent in
our size-structured model, demoted coexistence in an intraguild predation system where both
species are size-structured (van de Wolfshaar et al., 2006). The model was parameterised for
roach (Rutilus rutilus) and perch (Perca fluviatilis) and did not consider cannibalism. However,
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cannibalism in perch is common (Persson et al., 2000), and when included model studies show
that cannibalism promotes coexistence between roach and perch (van de Wolfshaar, 2006). The
model presented here is parameterised for fish in general to allow for a more general analysis of
coexistence and is only capable of characterising roach and perch as two species with a relatively
small ratio in sizes at maturation (maturation sizes of roach and perch is 14 cm and 16.8 cm,
and maximum published weights of 1.8 kg and 4.8 kg, source: www.fishbase.org). As our results
show that trophic ladder states are the most widespread coexistence states we may hypothesize
that it is likely that van de Wolfshaar et al. (2006) would find coexistence along their resource
gradient had they parametrised their model for roach and pikeperch (S. lucioperca) or perch
and pike (Esox lucius).
In addition to the trophic ladder coexistence states we further identified the competitive
coexistence states where the species are engaged in exploitative competition. Interestingly we
find that competitive coexistence states are restricted to low to intermediate resource levels,
where two species coexist on the range of resources provided by the resource spectrum. We
find that no more than two resource driven species could coexist in the system. Interpreted in
the light of limiting similarity theory (Hutchinson, 1959; MacArthur and Levins, 1967; Szabó
and Meszéna, 2006) this means that the resource spectrum essentially can be partitioned into a
maximum of two niches. When the resource level increases beyond the intermediate level only
trophic ladder states are found, meaning that the resource spectrum only constitutes a single
niche at high resource levels.
The trophic ladder coexistence state bears resemblance to an intraguild predation motif. In
the trophic ladder states the smaller species is needed for the larger species to obtain a high
trophic position. The reliance of the larger species on the smaller species is thus similar to a
classic trophic chain motif (Oksanen et al., 1981; Hin et al., 2011) with the difference that the
large species still competes with the smaller species as a juvenile. The state therefore bears
closer resemblance to the intraguild predation motif with the additional effect of cannibalism
(Polis et al., 1989; Diehl and Feißel, 2000; Rosenheim, 2007). It is noted that cannibalism
only constitutes a smaller part of the diet (even for high cannibalistic preferences) as smaller
conspecifics have a low abundance relative to similarly sized food items. That cannibalism is
not required for driving this pattern is supported by Schellekens and van Kooten (2012) who
find coexistence in an intra-guild system of stage-structured species that are not cannibalistic.
Classical theory based on unstructured population models predicts that intraguild predation
coexistence only occur in a limited range of intermediate resource levels, as the consumer excludes
the predator at low resource levels and vice versa at high levels (Holt and Polis, 1997; Mylius
et al., 2001). This stands in contrast to empirical studies where coexistence is found at high
resource levels (Amarasekare, 2008). Arim and Marquet (2004) examined the occurrence of
intraguild predation in empirical food webs, and found it to be a widespread interaction in
nature, pointing to a fundamental discrepancy between theory and data. In contrast to the
competitive coexistence states we find the trophic ladder states to be present at all resource
levels. Thus, we find that it indeed is possible to locate species pairs that can coexist in an
IGP-like motif at all resource levels, but that each specific pair only coexists over a finite range
of resource levels. This indicates that size-based feeding and the associated ontogenetic niche
shifts may play an important role in mediating coexistence in purely size-structured intraguild
predation-like motifs in e.g. aquatic communities.
The emergent Allee effects in the single-species states enables the possibility of the “resident
strikes back”-phenomena in the two-species case (Mylius and Diekmann, 2001; Geritz et al.,
2002): If the resident species is in a resource-driven state in an area of phase space with potential
for bistability, the invader may drive the resident to change attractor to the cannibalistic state.
Once in the cannibalistic state, the resident drives the invader to extinction. We have observed
this phenomenon at intermediate, but not at high resource levels (Appendix B).
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Cannibalism
Cannibalism is known to be widespread among fish (Smith and Reay, 1991) as well as across
taxa (Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981; Elgar and Crespi, 1992). In the size-structured model the potential
for cannibalism is a consequence of the assumption that prey selection is only due to relative
prey size and can thus occur whenever the ratio between the size at maturation and offspring size
is larger than the preferred predator-prey mass ratio. Cannibalism is central to the cannibalistic
single-species state where adults rely on food from conspecifics. Coexistence of two species may
occur even if the cannibalistic preference is lowered but a modest preference towards cannibalism
increase the scope for coexistence of two species. Even though cannibalism facilitates coexistence
the adults of the larger species are not solely relying on cannibalism as their diet is dominated by
the resource in competitive coexistence and by the smaller species in trophic ladder coexistence.
That cannibalism increases the scope for coexistence is in line with established knowledge
showing that cannibalism can enhance intraguild predation coexistence in unstructured models
(Rudolf, 2007; Amarasekare, 2008), which again relates to the general finding that coexistence
requires the integrated sum of direct (e.g. cannibalism) and indirect (feedback loops from the
focal species through both prey and predators) intraspecific interaction components to outweigh
the total interspecific interaction component (Chesson and Kuang, 2008).
Model architecture
With the trait-based approach we suggest a way of performing more general studies of coexistence where the species identity can be varied through the trait-based species characterisation.
This stands in contrast to most previous approaches that focuses on a parameter range (e.g.
over a resource gradient) at which a given set of species can coexist.
The cost of generality is the loss of species-specific details; parameters (Table 2) do naturally vary across species, which may partly be accommodated by increasing trait dimensionality
(cf. next section). We describe the types of states and their location in phase space for “mean
species” (Hartvig et al., 2011), and changes to parameters such as β and η will change the
location and area in phase space of the different state types: Changing preferred predator-prey
mass ratio β will shift trophic ladder states to occur for different m∗ ratios (cf. previous section).
The parameter η determines the size range the adult population covers where the most extreme
variation is going from the mean value to the case of determinate growth (η = 1). However,
even for this case both state types will persist as the bistability remains in stage-structured
models having only a single juvenile and a single adult stage (van Kooten et al., 2005). We
therefore expect that changes in model parameters will affect our results quantitatively but not
qualitatively.
Increasing species richness
A natural next step beyond examining the coexistence of two species is to add a third species.
The scope for coexistence of three species is much smaller than for two species. Coexistence
of four species is rare but may be achieved; however we have been unable to find systems with
coexistence of five species. This shows that large food webs of diverse size-structured species
populations cannot be realised with a one-dimensional trait characterisation.
Generally speaking, coexistence requires a low niche overlap, which in turn is determined by
the overlap of both prey and predators, or by a decreasing difference in relative fitness between
species when their niche overlap increase (Chesson and Kuang, 2008). A decreased overlap
in niche space may be obtained by increasing the dimensionality of the trait-based species
characterisation as this allows for increased dimensionality of the niche space (Rossberg et al.,
2010a,b). An increased niche space dimensionality increases the ways in which the overlap can
be lowered. Thus, increasing trait dimensionality allows accounting for more of the details that
make up specific species as it e.g. allows species to have similar prey, but different predators –
9

or vice versa. It has indeed been demonstrated that species rich systems may be achieved for
higher trait-dimensionality in both size-structured (Hartvig, 2011) and unstructured systems
(Zhang et al., ress), and that once established the trait-diversity promotes dynamic stability
in size-structured communities (Zhang et al., 2012), as the increased diet breath increases the
number of weak links (McCann et al., 1998).
Obvious trait candidates for increased dimensionality include species-specific preferred predatorprey mass ratios as this allows transfer of energy from different trophic levels for predators of
equal sizes. An alternative route to increased trait-dimensionality is to include a species-specific
preference matrix as in Hartvig et al. (2011).
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Figure 1: Illustration of how different interactions between individuals emerge depending on body size from two
populations of species with a small (black) and large size at maturation (grey); solid lines shows the abundance
distributions of the two species along with a continuous resource spectrum (thin black line). Each panel focuses on
individuals with different sizes (fish pictograms) and shows their food preference with a grey or black bell-shaped
patch along with their interaction motif in the upper right corner. a) Two larvae or small juveniles of the same
size compete for food from the resource spectrum and interact in an exploitative competition motif. b) Juveniles
interact in an intraguild-predation type of interaction where the larger juveniles from the large species have a diet
consisting of the resource and the smaller species along with some cannibalism. c) Adults from both populations
can prey on the competing population, but the link from the small to the large species is weaker, such that the
effective motif resembles a trophic chain with cannibalism. At the species level the resulting interaction motif will
be a mix of these individual-level motifs, and the species-level motif depends on both the differences in size at
maturation as well as the specific size-structures of the populations. The specific shapes of the size distributions
are drawn using equilibrium theory where growth and mortality are kept constant (Andersen and Beyer, 2006;
Hartvig et al., 2011).
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Table 1: Model equations. m is individual mass, mp is mass of a prey item, and m∗ is the species-specific trait
size at maturation.

Community size-spectrum

Nc (m) = NR (m) +

Resource dynamics

∂NR (m)
∂t

=

#/(g m3 )

P

i Ni (m)
p−1
−λ
r0 m [κm − NR (m)]
q

(M1)
3

− µp (m)NR (m)

#/(yr g m )
3

(M2)

Volumetric search rate

v(m) = γm

m /yr

(M3)

Feeding kernel



s(mp /m) = exp − ln2 (βmp /m)/(2σ 2 )
R
ε(m) = v(m) s(mp /m)Nc (mp )mp dmp

[0; 1]

(M4)

g/yr

(M5)

Encountered food
Feeding level

n

f (m) = ε(m)/[ε(m) + hm ]

[0; 1]

(M6)

Available energy

E(m) = αf (m)hmn − kmp
h
 i−1 ηm 1−n
m −u
for n = p
ψ(m, m∗ ) = 1 + m
∗
m∗

∗
[1 − ψ(m, m )]E(m) E(m) > 0
g(m, m∗ ) =
0
otherwise
R

∗
Ri = 2m0 Ni (m)ψ(m, m ) max {E(m), 0} dm
R
µp (mp ) = s(mp /m)[1 − f (m)]v(m)Nc (m) dm

0
E(m) > 0
µs (m) =
−E(m)/(ξm) otherwise

g/yr

(M7)

[0; 1]

(M8)

g/yr

(M9)

#/(yr m3 )

(M10)

Allocation to reproduction
Somatic growth
Reproduction
Predation mortality
Starvation mortality
Background mortality
†

µb (m∗ ) = µ0 m∗n−1

†

−1

yr

(M11)

yr−1

(M12)

yr−1

(M13)

see Hartvig et al. (2011) for the equation governing the general case of n 6= p.

Table 2: Species-independent parameter values for a temperature of 10◦ C (Hartvig et al., 2011). Time is expressed
in units of years (yr).

Individual growth
f0
varied α
0.6
h
85
g1−n /yr
n
0.75
k
10
g1−p /yr
p
0.75
β
100
σ
1
q
0.8
Reproduction
m0 0.5
mg
η
0.25

0.1
u
10
Mortality
ξ
0.1
µ0 0.84
g1−n /yr
Resource spectrum
κ
5 · 10−3 gλ−1 /m3
r0
4
g1−p /yr
mcut 0.5
g
Derived parameters
2−λ
f0 hβ√
γ(f0 ) = (1−f
0 ) 2πκσ
λ = 2 − n + q = 2.05

Initial feeding level
Assimilation efficiency
Max. food intake
Exponent for max. food intake
Std. metabolism and activity
Exponent of std. metabolism
Preferred pred.-prey mass ratio
Width of feeding kernel
Exponent for search volume
Offspring mass
m∗ rel. to asymptotic mass M
Efficiency of offspring production
Width of maturation transition
Fraction of energy reserves
Background mortality
Magnitude of resource spectrum
Regeneration rate of resources
Upper limit of resource spectrum
Search volume (m3 g−q /yr)
Exponent of resource spectrum
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Figure 2: Single-species population states as a function of maturation size and resource level. Invasion from
small numbers is possible if the resource level is above the critical level and if the species’ maturation size is
small enough to allow survival on resources only (white background). Hatching type indicates if the species has
a resource-driven or a cannibalistic state (cf. legend). Areas with cross-hatching indicates bistability between
the two states, i.e. the species may be in either the resource-driven or the cannibalistic state. The hatched grey
area indicates an emergent Allee effect, where only the cannibalistic state exists. The white area in the top left
quadrant marks a region where a continuous transition between states occurs.
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Figure 3: The two alternative single-species states: resource-driven (full) and cannibalistic (dashed) for f0 = 0.6
and m∗ = 20 g. Upper panel: Biomass spectrum of species (thick lines) and resources (thin lines) along with
carrying capacity of resources (dotted). Lower panels: Feeding level (thick line), feeding level resulting from
cannibalism (shaded), and critical feeding level (horizontal dots). Vertical dotted line indicates size at maturation.
Note the bottlenecks where the feeding level approaches the critical feeding level around the size at maturation
in the resource-driven state and around 0.1 g in the cannibalistic state.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the two types of coexistence states (solid lines) and their resemblance to single-species
states of the larger species (dashed). a) Competitive coexistence for f0 = 0.6, m∗1 = 1 g (black solid), and
m∗2 = 20 (grey solid) g, and the single-species resource-driven state for m∗2 (black dashed, also shown in Fig. 3).
b) Trophic ladder coexistence for f0 = 0.6, m∗1 = 1 g (black solid), and m∗2 = 500 g (grey solid), and the singlespecies cannibalistic state for m∗2 (black dashed). Upper panels: Biomass spectrum of species (thick lines) and
resources (thin line) along with carrying capacity of resources (dotted). Lower panels: Feeding level for both
species (overlapping black and grey solid lines), critical feeding level (horizontal dots), feeding level (for both
species) resulting from feeding on the small species (black shading), the large species (grey shading), and the
resources (white area below the curve). Also shown is the feeding level for the single-species state (black dashed).
Vertical dotted lines indicate size at maturation.
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Figure 6: Fraction of adult diet from cannibalism as a function of the preference for cannibalism. The coexistence states from Fig. 4 collapse to single species states at low cannibalistic preferences. Top panel shows the
cannibalistic diet in the competitive coexistence state from Fig. 4.a, and the lower panel shows the cannibalistic
diet contribution in the trophic ladder state from Fig. 4.b. The sizes at maturation of the large (grey) and small
(black) species are the same as in Fig. 4. Ranges of coexistence are marked with solid line, and single-species
states with dashed lines. Oscillations for high preferences in the lower panel are due to amplitude changes in the
population oscillations of the larger species.
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Figure 7: Assembly of a community from a pristine system and up to three coexisting species. Invasion fitness
(rate of population increase when the invader is at low density) landscape of pristine system (A), one resident
of m∗1 = 2.5 g (B), two residents; m∗1 and m∗2 = 10 g (C), three residents; m∗1 , m∗2 and m∗3 = 4 kg (D1). (D2)
illustrates the collapse of the community in (C) due to the introduction of an invader with m∗ = 500 g. Invasion
fitness of the invader is shown with solid lines, which are black for positive values and grey for negative values.
Under each landscape it is denoted whether invasion leads to coexistence (black), exclusion of one of the resident
species (dark grey) or exclusion of both one of the resident species and the invader (light grey).
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Appendix A
Numerical continuation
To find the equilibria of the time-averaged model we exploit the property of structured populations that a state can be uniquely described by the reproduction of the population R
(Diekmann et al., 2003). We fix the value of the reproduction used in the boundary condition: g(m0 )N (m0 ) = Rf ix , and simulate the solution forward till the resulting attractor is
reached, where we calculate the actual reproduction R using (M10) and average over time. At
the time-averaged (as the attractor may be cyclic) equilibrium the reproductive value calculated using (M10) equals Rf ix . By varying the value of Rf ix and recording the corresponding
R values a map can be constructed showing both stable and unstable fixed points (Fig. S1).
By repeating this procedure for different values of a bifurcation parameter (m∗ or f0 ) a complete bifurcation diagram can be constructed (Fig. S2). This method is exact if the solution is
constant in time, but only approximate if the solution is oscillatory. To find the exact solution
in an oscillatory solution the predicted equilibrium is simulated forward in time to find the
true solution.
To examine the coexistence of two species the method is generalized to varying the reproductive value of both species independently. Once a stable solution is found we vary a
parameter, e.g. m∗ , and search for the stable and unstable equilibria in the vicinity of the
solution for the unvaried parameter. This search is done automatically and verified visually.
The tricky part is naturally how much the parameter value should be varied to enable an
effective search of the new equilibrium, and this is the problem more sophisticated methods
solve. However, the outlined method proved easy and robust producing the diagrams in the
paper (Fig. 2 and 5), which are made from calculations on a 25x25 point grid.

Realised reproductive value

R=Rfix
Stable attractor
Unstable attractor

Rfix

Fixed reproductive value

Fig. S1: Equilibria occurs when R = Rf ix . When
R is above Rf ix a full model simulation will move the
species towards a higher reproductive value, and oppositely when R is below Rf ix . This allows determining
whether an equilibrium is stable or unstable. This diagram represent a vertical transect of the situation at
f0 = 0.6 in Fig. S2.
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Fig. S2: Example of bifurcation diagram for
m∗ = 20 g. This diagram constitutes a vertical transect of Fig. 2. Solid lines are stable equilibria (attractors), and dotted lines
are unstable equilibria (repellers); meaning
that if a species is introduced above a dotted
line population dynamics will lead the species
population to the equilibria above, and vice
versa below.

Appendix B
Community Assembly: Invader induced attractor shift (IIAS)
When examining the assembly process (Fig. 7.C) one notices a peculiar scenario: the invader
can initially invade (positive fitness landscape), but this invasion causes a reconfiguration of
the community resulting in exclusion of one resident and the invader (Fig. S3). A similar
possibility is the invasion of a species on a single resident species, where the invader initially
has a positive invasion fitness, but is eventually not able to establish itself (Fig. S4). This
phenomena is known as ‘resident strikes back’, or ‘invader induced attractor shift’ (Mylius
and Diekmann, 2001; Geritz et al., 2002). What happens is that the biomass from the invader allows the resident(s) to change attractor to reach another stable configuration through
changing its size-spectrum composition. Thus: invasion does not necessarily imply fixation,
meaning that one have to turn to simulations to be sure of the outcome of a potentially feasible
invasion.
The two species coexistence diagram (Fig. 5), may be enhanced to include the outcome
in the cases where coexistence is not possible. Such a diagram (Fig. S5) resembles pairwise
invasibility plots (PIPs) used in evolutionary ecology (van Tienderen and de Jong, 1986).
We may term these plots pairwise invasion diagrams (PIDs), as they show the outcome of
the invasion in contrast to the PIPs that show whether the invader can initially invade.
Obtained PIDs (Fig. S5) show that regions where invader induced attractor shifts occur are
not widespread, and can thus be considered an exotic phenomena.
PIDs are similar to PIPs, and may thus be used to predict the direction of evolution.
In the case of medium resource level (Fig. S5.a) a single species will evolve towards smaller
size at maturation m∗ , as mutant (invader having a m∗ close to the resident) invasions will
replace the resident when the mutant’s m∗ is smaller than the resident’s m∗ . In resource-rich
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Fig. S4: Example of IIAS or ‘resident strikes back’ with one resident species (m∗ = 55 g). Upper plot: time evolution of biomass
for resident (solid line) and invader
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plot: size-spectrum of the resident
before (solid line), and after the invasion attempt (dash-dotted line).

environments (Fig. S5.b) small residents will evolve towards larger m∗ , and large residents
will evolve towards smaller m∗ ; at a size around 50 g the species reaches a singular point,
where evolution can either come to a halt or cause speciation (Geritz et al., 1998).
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